
LA Finds Solution to Writer’s Strike 

LA‘s cameras and presses are still 

running due to a clever new strategy 

implemented by Paracentury and the 

LA Times.  Find/Replace, a common 

word processing tool is responsible 

for all publications and films pro-

duced in La La Land during the past 3 

months. 

 

―Without scripts or copy it looked like 

life as we knew it in LA was over.  

We were all waiting for the execs at 

Paracentury to swallow their pride and 

concede to the SWG‘s [Screen 

Writer‘s Guild] demands.  When 

Natalie Powers suggested using Find/

Replace, we thought the idea was pre-

posterous, but so far we have stayed 

in the black,‖ explained Paracentuy 

accountant Steven Johnson.   

 

―We just took scripts from old clas-

sics, and had interns use Find/Replace 

to update them.  Casablanca was made 

into the the new blockbuster Beverly 

Hills by changing Victor Lazlo into 

Victor Ivanov, a member of the 

Movement.  We changed the ending 

of the film of course, it wouldn‘t 

make any sense for Ilsa, or Elizabeth 

as we renamed her, to join Ivanov in 

his struggles when she has the chance 

(Continued on page 2) 

Tragic Airplane Crash Leaves No Survivors 
Though months have passed since the 

tragic events in Reber Lecture Hall on 

October 13th, known simply as Flight 

002, the pain remains, newly reopened 

with the release of the National Trans-

portation Safety Board (NTSB) acci-

dent report.  

 

In the report, John Ward, lead investi-

gator for the NTSB, concluded that 

the root cause of the crash was due to 

―the simultaneous loss of right wing 

and rudder structural integrity result-

ing from a severe over temperature 

event, most likely the result of pilot or 

ground crew error.‖ 

 

No specific mention is made of the 

fire observed by several witnesses, 

even before Flight 002 crashed into 

professor Blumsacks‘ briefcase, caus-

ing substantial secondary damage to 

his afternoon snack and attendance 

sheet. However, this sort of language 

is common among NTSB reports. No 

signs of inflammatory language were 

identified among the wreckage. The 

report also stopped short of saying the 

destruction of Flight 002 was an in-

tentional act by the flight crew, an 

omission sure to stoke the controversy 

already surrounding this crash. 

 

Flight 002 was an old design, a classic 

8511 dart aircraft, that has amassed 

(Continued on page 3) 

Popular Word Processing command 

The Fiery Wreckage of Flight 002 

Dear Mr. and Ms. Improper-Tea: 

I'm just "coming of age" in the Empire of New York 

and I'm thinking about visiting a Magdalene Doctrine 

professional.  I don't think gratuities are included, so 

what is the right amount to tip? 

Almost Legal from Albany 

Mr. Improper-Tea says: 

I'm so glad you asked this question.  More young peo-

ple need to be as socially conscious and thoughtful as 

you are.  But this is a more complicated question than 

you might imagine.  Are you going for the "full pack-

age?"  Which fetishes are your favorites?  Are you 

going Around the World, or stopping in Denmark? 

Watersports and hard-core bestiality bumps one up 

into a whole new rate card let me tell you!  And if you 

even try to get out of one of those places after asking 

for a rim job for less than 20% on top, believe me, 

you're going to get a pretty stern talking to from some 

guy who's middle name is "The" if you get my drift. 

So, as with so many delicate issues facing our modern 

society, the answer is as little as you can possibly get 

away with.  It helps, of course, if you frequent many 

different locations, use a false name and are handy 

with a disguise kit, but I wouldn't know anything 

about that.  If you get my drift. 

Ms. Improper—Tea says: 

From what I understand there is no typical tipping 

practice in ENY for such services.  That is ok, we can 

reason this out.   

Now as a young man who has no experience in this 

kind of enterprise, its hard for you to place a value on 

the service you are getting.  But what I'd like you to 

do is imagine for a moment the value you place on a 

steak dinner in a very fancy restaurant.  If you're 

above the drinking age, you'll have a glass of wine 

with that.   

Maybe you'll have some scotch afterwards, and some 

dessert.  With the high level of education the Magda-

lene's receive, you can bet your bottom dollar that 

“Always tip as least 7% more for  sex than 

food service.” 

would I wrap all my Christmas presents? The chil-

dren were convinced that Santa always used that spe-

cial tissue paper..."  

--Loretta Richburg, Homemaker  

 

"The Event? It's STILL screwing us. I mean, it's only 

a matter of time before all our Econ goes to M-Mart, 

and then we'll be owned by the ENY. Those dust-

suckers are all worried that the ENY is going to in-

vade them, but I don't see them crying about what's 

happening to us. Maybe because it's too subtle... If it 

isn't from a gun, it doesn't count, right?"  

--Dr. Darren Kulesza, Economics Professor 

 

"It's the little things, really. I mean, the Coca-Cola 

don't taste right anymore. My cousin says we need 

more gum arabic. Hell, it's all well and good to bitch 

about there being no water, but water ain't nothin' if 

you have a major Mountain Dew addiction that needs 

feeding."  

--Lance Richins, Electrician 

 

 "It was devastating. After only a year, we ran out of 

red pens, and after another year, the red pencils were 

gone. I was forced to write failing grades on Litera-

ture 101 papers using purple ink. Purple ink! Can you 

imagine?"  

--Dr. Lorrie Tsui, English Professor 

 

"They recycled all my comic books. Nonessential, 

they said. No exceptions, they said. I haven't had... 

relations... with a woman since that time. I'm sure it's 

their fault somehow."  

--Kurt Buenrostro, Temp Worker 

 

"P-POC people are punks... yo. Aint none of them 

ev'a faced off with the Cafateria's Slaisbury Steak... 

Yo." 

--"Cap'um Crunk", Caucasian Penn State Freshman  

(Continued from page 7) 
 

More Penn State Horror Stories 
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Horoscopes: 

Aquarius January 20 - February 18 

While your method certainly worked, a simple diaper 

change would also have put the child out of its misery. 

Pisces February 19 - March 20 

Many people will mistake your for a dead astronaut, don't 

take it personally. 

Aries March 21 - April 19 

An unexpected return leads to a romantic crisis.  Avoid the 

full moon at all cost. 

Taurus April 20 - May 20 

You've never let anyone tell you how to live your life, why 

start now?  Several good reasons, actually, but you won't 

realize that until much too late. 

Gemini May 21 - June 21 

Quick!  Look behind you!  No, don't bother, it's too late 

now. 

Cancer June 22 - July 22 

If you have one fault, it's that you care too much. How-

ever, if you have two faults, it's that you can never pare 

your faults down to just one. 

 

Leo July 23 - August 22 

It's long past time to take a good long hard look at your 

fashion choices.  Don't take your eyes off your drink at 

that party. 

Virgo August 23 - September 22 

No matter what you do, you just can't stay dead.  Don't 

take accept that infusion of black market nanintes. 

Libra September 23 - October 23 

Remember: While it takes a real man to admit he's made a 

mistake, it takes a fake woman to give him his money 

back. 

Scorpio October 24 - November 21 

You will soon be ten men closer to discovering who it is 

you have to blow to get some service around here. 

Sagittarius November 22 - December 21 

While many people have coping mechanisms, yours is the 

only one made up of two hand pulleys and a crate of 

vodka.  

 

Capricorn December 22 - January 19 

Your new metaverse comedy routine will have them roll-

ing in the aisles this week, though technically speaking, 

some of the credit should go to the bio-feedback. 

Review by Jason Hirsch 
 

Manhattan Steamworks, the company 

that pioneered the Steam Powered 

Inthinkerator(tm), has now wowed the 

big apple with the release of their 

brand spanking new Shutter's Operating 

System MkIII or SOS 3 to the 

Manhattanite in the know. 

 

The new OS features smoother lever 

operation and tons of new 

features including improvements on the 

now famous Portal With-in a 

Portal that allows operating teams to 

work on a astounding 3 separate 

queries at once. 

One of the niftier features is inclusion of 

the long rumored and 

much anticipated "Mike the amazing 

maintenance monkey." This clock work 

gem, once attached to your Inthinkera-

tor's steam lines, scampers 

nimbly amongst the gears and levers, 

lubricating and aligning, to keep 

your machine running like a top. To my 

amazement, the geniuses at MSI 

also have added the ability (hard coded 

into Mike‘s Edison drum) to 

restack your stored data cards for opti-

mum storage space, this also 

has the added feature of speeding up 

access time, no more scampering 

about looking for card 0987/bh7/t765 

(for those of us that remember 

that famous glitch in MkI....The card 

never existed.) 

 

SOS 3 also enables its users to increase 

the colors available to 

display wheels to an amazing 4 and 

adds 3 additional rows of Flap 

boards and 10 new characters. I watched  

n amazement as my Flap board 

announced that I had successfully 

plugged into the cities central 

library...with bright orange flashing 

light and a happy chime from the 

Inthinkarators tiny steam organ (by the 

way 4 more song wheels are 

included.) 

 

There are of course some draw backs, 

System Security requires you 

to higher a licensed (with MSI) security 

guard and that can add up if 

you want round the clock protection. 

The M.A.M.M. feature also 

increases your steam and lubricant use, 

at least tripling it and the 

ability to take independent program 

press cards is limited. Still, 

even with these draw backs, it as though 

MSI has heralded the 

beginning of a new age of the Steam 

Powered Inthinkarator.  

Manhattan Steamwork Innovation: WOW! 
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to reunite with her ex-lover and move 

into Beverly Hills.  The film has been 

very well received.‖ 

 

The LA Times didn‘t miss a beat fol-

lowing suit.  Old issues of the paper 

were reprinted using the same tech-

niques.   

―We were at our wit‘s end before we 

heard what Paracentury was up to.  If 

she ever starts feeling stifled at Para-

century, we‘d be thrilled to hire Ms. 

Powers away from them,‖ quipped the 

paper‘s editor in chief Jason Matthews. 

Powers has long had a reputation in LA 

as a ball-busting no nonsense execu-

tive.  Her fights with Paracentury direc-

tory Marc Redman have been the sub-

jects of tabloids in LA since her first 

day at the studio.  ―Natalie sees the film 

industry as just that, an industry,‖ 

claims Martin Masterson, Power‘s as-

sistant.  ―That‘s why she is so success-

ful.  But the ‗artiste‘s‘ in the business 

just can‘t appreciate her genius.‖   
 

Powers is best known for her recom-

mendation that actors should be re-

placed by androids. 

 

―Quite frankly I think we were mo-

ments away from a resolution with the 

writer‘s when Powers and her sugges-

tions torpedoed any chance of that hap-

pening in the next half year.  She is a 

menace, to both the industry and LA,‖ 

stated an anonymous source at United 

Artists. 

(Continued from page 1) 
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Tits Sell Tickets! 

The Sykes Memoirs Audiobook Release February 1st 
Don’t forget to reserve your copy! 

 
Lt. David Costa’s personal memoirs of his time serving under General Sykes is now available on data-

disk  for the low price of $25 ENY.  If  any audiobook can make a man out of you, this 

With membership in the JET comes celebrity, and with ce-

lebrity comes the bully pulpit.  

 

And none have used that bully pulpit to greater advantage -

- or disadvantage, depending on your perspective -- than 

the members of the Post-Apocalypse Midwest, who have 

been using it to mostly complain about how hard things 

were in "the P-POC" after the Event.  

 

But let's face it, folks: Everyone had it hard after the Event. 

 

So I took it to the people of Penn State, the average folks. 

These are just some of their stories. 

 

"Those dustheads think THEY have problems? Separating 

my recyclables is a nightmare! All those different plastic 

numbers. It's like reassembling Damocles! And let's not 

talk about the emissions those visiting Technomages give 

off. They should have to buy air pollution  credits off of us. 

And the wireless bandwidth they eat up is justobscene, 

they crashed our mail routers last time..." 

--Samuel Braddock, Penn State Information Technology 

Services (ITS) Staff 

 

"Oh, sure, we didn't starve like those poor folk in the Post-

Apocalype Midwestern Thread, but by 2020 morale was at 

an all-time low. It had been eight years since there had 

been a new episode of DesperateHousewives. It was worse 

than the writer's strike. Some people turned to -- ugh -- role

-playing games."  

--Dustin Burwell, Local Construction Worker  

 

"I was devastated. With the paper shortage of 2040, how  

(Continued on back  page) 

Penn State Horror Stories  by Joey Chang 
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millions of flight hours of reliable us-

age over the past century. Nicknamed 

‗The Schoolboy‘ for its simple manu-

facturing methods, the 8511 is less 

common now due to resource short-

ages than it was in pre-event days, but 

it is still the most common aircraft 

model flying. Every recorded incident 

involving this model type has been at-

tributed to manufacturing flaws or pi-

lot error. 

 

Flight 002 was a recently constructed 

aircraft, originating in Reber Lecture 

Hall, during either the 9 am Funda-

mentals of Aerodynamics lecture, or 

the 11 am Politics of the Italian Ren-

aissance study session. According to 

witnesses, halfway through the 1 pm 

Environmental Ethics lecture, Flight 

002 met its tragic end. The flight crew 

could not be located, and witnesses 

who observed the last moments of the 

flight could not recall the flight‘s point 

of origin, doubly suspicions consider-

ing the lack of an official flight plan 

for Flight 002. 

 

Penn State‘s director or resources 

management, Tony Anthony, adds, 

―Its just an incredible waste, to think 

that this could happen, in this day and 

age, with all of the controls we have in 

place. Everyone talks about safety and 

loss of lives, but it‘s high time we con-

sidered the cost in paper. Where will it 

end?‖ 

 

Felony charges being considered by 

authorities are said to range from litter-

ing, to unlawful waste of a recyclable 

product, while the university is also 

considering misdemeanor charges of 

disturbing the peace. Federal authori-

ties consider the topic of the Environ-

mental Ethics lecture on the date of the 

incident, ‗Penn State Recycling Pol-

icy,‘ no coincidence, and have not 

ruled out terrorism. Meanwhile, in Re-

ber, a memorial inscribed on the black 

board provides a continuing legacy for 

Flight 002: ‗No Paper Planes Please.‘ 

 
 

Flight Report Suggests Flight Crew Culpable in Crash 

Could you look them 

in the eye and say 

“Your future isn’t 

worth the price of a 

pizza?” 

Of course you couldn’t, but the fact is this is all that it costs to 

sponser a child refugee from New Orleans in Exile.    Penn State’s 

shelters are overflowing with refugees, yes even children who need 

nothing more than the bare essentials.  For only $15 ENY per 

month you can provide a child in need with healthy food, fresh wa-

ter, basic medical and a zombie free environment to live in.  Dig 

deep and give generously.  Call 1-800-Help-Kid to donate. 

Nigel Thorne 
 

In our continuing series of even-handed 

and insightful analysis of people mis-

understood and vilified by the masses, 

we take a look at Nigel Thorn, the man 

known to our friends in the Hive as The 

Hydroponics Butcher. 

 

Nigel Thorn has been accused of being 

all of these things and more.  But what 

is the truth behind these disturbing ru-

mors?  We've all heard the stories, but 

the facts have been sadly missing.  Un-

til now. 

 

 Thorn learned the need for and value 

of betrayal early in his alleged home 

Shard of ReichsBritain.  And while, it 

should be noted that no one has ever 

found any evidence of this so-called 

Shard actually existing, lying is one of 

the few crimes Thorn has rarely been 

accused of.  ReichsBritain is a high 

sigma, twisted version of reality where 

England sides with the early 20th cen-

tury National Socialist Party of Ger-

many – popularly called the Nazis. 

 

After serving the Nazis for years, 

Thorn eventually betrays them in turn 

by kidnapping a number of valuable 

scientists and workers and salting them 

away in a variety of unsavory 

Threads.  It is around this time that 

Thorn begins his alleged multi Thread 

crime spree.  While engaging in the 

trafficking of humans, Thorn visits 

(and flees) such diverse Threads as 

Manhattan, Los Angeles, The Techno-

sphere, Empire of New York, New Or-

leans (where he would return in its 

darkest hour) and, most infamously, 

The Hive. 

 On the condition of remaining 

AAAAAAanoymous, a Hive National 

told this reporter that Nigel Thorn used 

his advanced knowledge and technical 

capabilities to masterfully sabotage a 

major hydroponics facility leading di-

rectly to the deaths of nearly 100,000 

Hivers.  Is this Thorn's greatest crime, 

or merely his most well-known 

one?  Even this intrepid reporter was 

unable to uncover the existence of 

Thorn's even more infamous crimes. 

  

Finding himself eventually on the run 

and fleeing for his life from every 

Shard he visited.  Thorn eventually 

finds shelter in the barbaric, uncivi-

lized, and brutal Thread known as Post 

Holocaust Midwest.  At this point, 

Thorn seems to abandon his past and 

rebuild both his life and his reputation, 

becoming known as an agent for law 

enforcement and a local leader. 

 

It is in this capacity, that the newly 

formed Joint Expeditionary Taskforce 

(JET) an organization designed to ex-

plore Threads in hopes of stabilizing 

our very existence recruits him.  It is 

unknown at this time whether the JET 

Leadership was fully aware of Nigel 

Thorn's past when he was recruited. 

 While working for the JET, Nigel 

Thorn led a combat mission against 

Sunray Oil, one of the few bastions of 

civilization in the PHMW.  Although 

details are being withheld pending Mis-

ter Thorn's trial, this much is known: 

When the mission was over, two people 

were dead – the owner's son and his 

innocent girl friend. 

 

 Several months later, while on a JET 

deployment to New Orleans, Thorn 

was part of the unsuccessful defense 

against a supernatural civil upris-

ing.  By virtue of out living the existing 

government, Thorn was selected as 

Secretary of State of the emergency 

(and extremely short lived) New Or-

leans government.  We at TCS have yet 

to find proof that he handed New Or-

leans over to the rebel forces of Apo-

phis, but can it pure coincidence that 

the city fell mere hours after Thorn was 

selected? 

 There you have it, all the evidence 

with no judgment.  You, the reader, 

must decide whether Nigel Thorn is a 

black-hearted villain, or merely a mis-

understood madman.  

Blackhearted Villain or Misunderstood Hero by Jack Mahone 

Fascist… Mass murderer… 

War criminal… Seditionist… 

Werewolf… British… 

When Hivers are far from home, they 

trust Mr. Zog’s Sex Wax.   

Its guaranteed to improve your 

lovelife — or your money back. 
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The Event put paid to many traditional forms 

of fame. Life became distinctly... local for a 

lot of people.  So it should be no surprise that 

the first post-Event "international"\ organiza-

tion, the Penn State Joint Expeditionary 

Team, would find its members catapulted 

into celebrity status. But old habits die hard. 

Where there is celebrity, there are fans. And 

where there are fans, there is fandom. 

 

There is no unified JET fandom. Perhaps 

there were some people like that in the early 

days, but over the past year, the fandom has 

fragmented, as people with similar interests 

have clustered in small organizations.  After 

interviewing several self-professed fans of 

members of the JET, 

 

I was able to piece together information on 

several elements of JET 

fandom. 

 

The strongest fragment of JET fandom on the 

Penn State campus, by far, 

is the General Sykes Fan Club and Cosplay 

Society (GeSFaCCS).  Run by "Lieutenant" 

Velma Wilkins, GeSFaCCS is more about 

glorifying the ENY military than it's "patron 

saint,‖ General Sykes. Perhaps it's a way of 

coping with the shadow the ENY casts over 

our Thread. But that doesn't mean General 

Sykes isn't important to 

GeSFaCCS. 

 

GeSFaCCS is big on the whole "General 

Sykes is more badass than God" meme.  

When I met Velma Wilkins, she told me: 

"General Sykes didn't have to be taught to 

resist torture. Torture had to be taught how to 

resist General Sykes. It failed." 

 

Velma's battle cry is "General Sykes/Lance 

Deschene OTP!" GeSFaCCS is a hotbed of a 

special sort of dark fandom activity, slash 

fiction. 

 

For those too busy trying to survive the 

Event to remember what came before it, 

slash fiction is a genre of fan fiction. It fo-

cuses on the depiction of romantic, and 

sometimes sexual, relationships between two 

or more characters of the same gender, usu-

ally male. OTP stands for "One True Pair-

ing", indicating the fan has a strong prefer-

ence as to who is engaging in sexual rela-

tions with whom, in this case General Sykes 

and Lance Deschene. 

 

Which leads us obliquely to Lance 

Deschene's Unofficial Deuputies, or LaDUD. 

(JET fandom is rife with strange acronyms.)  

After speaking to its President, Colin Free-

man, and its members, I rather got the im-

pression that while LaDUD members often 

engaged in slash fiction pairings as well, that 

it had a more altruistic bent. As Colin told 

me: "Right now we're concentrating on help-

ing the NOLA refugees. We try to do as 

much charity work as possible, so as to fol-

low in the footsteps of our brave, kind, forth-

right and downright SEXAY idol."  He then 

went into more detail. There's just something 

creepy about somebody that talks about 

building shelters for the homeless in the 

same breath he talks about running his hand 

through Lance Deschene's chest hair. 

 

Of course, the level of creepy does not com-

pare to the "Tribe of Three, Extended", aka 

ToTE. ToTE seems entirely devoted to draw-

ings of Miryam Laughing-Fox... sandwiched 

between the other two members of theTribe 

of Three. 

 

Admittedly, not all JET fan societies are 

sexually strange. The JET Strega Society, or 

JSS, focuses more on the occult, closely 

watching the activities of Christiana Sykes, 

Valerie M. Garabaldi, Dr. Julia Johnston, and 

last but not least Angelina Zapatori, whose 

fisticuffs provide some contrast with the 

usual esoteric minutiae the JSS concerns it-

self with. 

 

And some of the fan clubs have an almost 

"gosh gee" wholesome feel to them, such as 

the Needles Auxiliary Volunteers, which 

engages in childlike hero-worship of Team 

B's "Skip" Cavanaugh and his "Needles" 

strike team, or the aviation-oriented nit-

picking of "Zero's Heroes". 

 

On the flipside, some of the fandoms are ex-

plicitly sexual from the start, such as the 

Spooks (focusing on Alice Woodcliffe, par-

ticularly her early career in porn), and the 

Desert Rose Appreciation Club (DRAC), 

which passes back-and-forth what are sup-

posedly amateur films of Rosalie Jacobs en-

gaged in the world's oldest profession. 

 

Then there's the downright strange... The Hot 

JET Technomage Conspiracy (HoJTeC) ad-

vertised itself like regular slash-loving fans, 

but it seemed when I visited them they were 

too interested in comparing the "staff sizes" 

of Dr. Sim Naharaj, Dr.Morgan Aldrich, Dr. 

Talbot, Dr. Devin Archibald, and Dr. Charles 

Winter to tell me much. What made it weird 

was I didn't think they were employing 

euphemism, they really cared how big their 

staffs were. 

 

When I tried to talk to "the Paladins", I was 

literally shoved out of the room by a man 

with rough, bark-like skin. 

 

The "Jack Burns is My Mommy Club" 

turned out to be some sort of practical joke, 

perpetuated by giggling Hivers. 

 

The Grayer Convention turned out not to be 

a fan society at all, but a collection of differ-

ent versions of the time traveler John E. 

Grayer from different points along his per-

sonal timeline. There's something disconcert-

ing about ten identical men you've never met 

before, three of which recognize you. 

 

Which leads, obliquely, to the many clubs 

dedicated to single person, such as the New 

Voodoo Revue (Marie St. Croix), Buckman's 

Bowlers (Sam Buckman), and the Nigel 

Thorne Can Oppress Me Anytime Society

(NiTCOMAS), to name a few. 

 

I particularly loved those clubs only indi-

rectly connected to the JET, such as the 

"Dark Man, Hot Body Club", the "Buy Am-

bassador Aye a Decent Suit Fund", the 

"League of Riley Hall's Ex-Girlfriends" and 

my personal favorite, the "Shag Sorceress 

One Rotten Club". 

JET Fandom Soars High—Expose by Joey Chang 

Human Cloning Conspiracy Rocks ENY Royalty! 
  

Did wildcat factions within the ENY royal household ap-

proach the Hive to make a clone of Prince Carlos?  Or does 

the conspiracy go even higher?  Is there in fact, a Danzig-

like breeding program at work in the very heart of one of 

the most powerful Threads in existence? 

  

The facts are these:  A lavish nursery has been constructed 

in Prince Carlos' residence with all the latest technological 

advances.  However, we all know that Princess Hodierna 

isn't pregnant (see previous issues of The College Student 

as well as our less prestigious sister publication, The Colle-

giate.) Two facts that when added together lead to one in-

escapable conclusion:  The Hive is producing a genetically 

augmented super clone of Prince Carlos! 

The only remaining question is why? 

This reporter secured an interview with ENY construction 

expert Charles M. Lipschitz of 1277 Farragutt Avenue, 

Troy NY on the condition that he not be named or identi-

fied in any way.  Mister Lipschitz was hired by representa-

tives of Prince Carlos to design and build an opulent nurs-

ery with all the latest amenities and technological ad-

vances.  A nursery suitable for the heir to the Empire of 

New York confirms Mister Lipschitz.  Mister Lipschitz 

went on to say; "All of this is off the record, right?  You 

won't quote me or nothing." 

  

Having established with absolute certainty the existence of 

this Hive-Born Super Clone of Prince Carlos, this reporter 

went digging for why such a thing would be created.  Dig-

ging up an old copy of "The Man in the Iron Mask," sug-

gests a chilling possibility.  Could rebellious elements 

within the ENY government be planning a high tech coup? 

  

How difficult would it be to create a mindless clone of 

Prince Carlos that would obey the orders of whoever spoke 

to it?  And would anyone notice any difference?  Questions 

such as this led this reporter to speak with the Hive Ambas-

sador known only as Honey-AAAA9993.  The man-like 

creature responded, "What? Are you insane?  Who let you 

in here?  Security!"  What does the Hive have to hide, and 

why wouldn't they answer the legitimate questions of the 

free press?  That's what this reporter wants to know. 

  

The next step was to determine what the physical capabili-

ties of such an incredible creation might be?  Could this be 

a one-man invasion force?  And if so, what force could 

possibly stop this runaway freight train of science gone 

mad? 

  

 An inquiry to the Technosphere at Berkeley remains unan-

swered as of this time, could the conspiracy be even larger 

than originally imagined?  How many high Tech Threads 

are working together to seize control of the known uni-

verse?  Could it, in fact, be all of them?  This reporter will 

keep digging until the truth is found, and Leave No 

Stone Unturned! 

No Stone Unturned by Cliff Stone 

―Aw, Hell, I'll go ahead and say 

it: Riley Hall and S1 OTP!‖ 

Could this be a one-man invasion force? 

Secrets of the Technosphere 

Revealed  
George Stephenson tells all in this 

ground-breaking book.  This Special 

Edition includes a section on how to 

make a Genuine Technomage Staff.   

Released January 1st in stores. 


